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2 Million

425K

6 Million
3.2 Million

770K

1.5M

19 Million
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OUR VISION

To deploy innovation to
100 million people

67 Million
people to
Goal!
Key

Truckee Meadows
Water Authority

Metropolitan Water
District of Southern
California

Urban
Utilities

Unitywater

Virgin Valley
Water District
( 24K)

Anglian
Water

Southern Nevada
Water Authority

Seqwater

Global Water
Resources (50K)

*Graphic excludes impact of
Commercial and Mining Members

Chair's Commentary
David L. Johnson
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Considering you've been with WaterStart since its inception, did you ever
think the organization would have achieved all that it's achieved and
what has been, in your opinion, its biggest (and most surprising)
accomplishment to date?
Since its inception, Water Start has focused on bringing innovation and the
water industry together through collaboration. From our humble beginnings in
Nevada to our expansion into Queensland Australia, England and Ireland, the
WaterStart model demonstrates that there is a demand for water innovation
world-wide, and scaling up this collaborative effort to an international
audience.

The combination of WaterStart becoming its own entity and

supporting so many utilities with the adoption and implementation of new
innovative solutions is a remarkable achievement. My day job is to oversee the
Southern Nevada Water Authority operations and to see WaterStart de-risk the
implementation of these innovations and help utilities get to adoption and
deployment is very rewarding – but it’s the added value that these innovations
bring to the everyday water users and rate payers that is one of WaterStart’s
greatest and most significant accomplishments.

Board of Directors
WaterStart

WaterStart is well positioned to help utilities adapt to these
environments and achieve their goals, and over the next year,
WaterStart will continue to leverage its partnerships and share the
institutional knowledge about innovation in the water sector.

Where do you see WaterStart in the next 5 years and what
challenges could present over that time?
People are becoming more knowledgeable about WaterStart and how
it is uniquely positioned within the innovation and water sectors to
help fund pilot projects and reduce the risk associated with adopting
new technologies. In the next five years, WaterStart will see
membership grow as it brings new technologies to the water industry’s
doorstep. One of WaterStart’s value propositions is helping
organizations share ideas. This collaborative approach was

Where do you see WaterStart next year as it relates to upcoming issues
in the water sector?
With our most recent round of proposal requests, we are seeing technologies
transition into the digital space. The ongoing pandemic has forced utilities to
focus on more efficient and effective operations.

Chair,

We are witnessing the water

industry move toward smart water networks and a more digital and electronic
way of conducting business. Remote access to systems, operational data and
customer information are already emerging within the industry, helping inform
decision making and improving operational efficiencies.

implemented by WaterStart at the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic when routine conference calls were facilitated among its
members and across continents to learn how organizations were
adapting to pandemic conditions. This allowed WaterStart’s members
to share innovative practices and learn how others were handling the
issue. It’s in this way WaterStart continues to grow, providing value to
its members. The WaterStart team is doing a great job and is looking
forward to scaling and growing this effort to meet the challenges of
tomorrow.
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Executive Director's
Commentary

Nathan Allen
Executive Director
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WaterStart

Considering you've been with WaterStart since its inception, did you
ever think the organization would have achieved all that it's achieved
and what has been, in your opinion, its biggest (and most surprising)
accomplishment to date?

Where do you see WaterStart in the next 5 years and what challenges
could present over that time?

I certainly hoped we would. From the beginning, there was consensus from

motivated, resourced agencies in the world and we’d like more to join them.

our board for WaterStart to become globally recognized as a hub for water

But, our programs also need to expand beyond the first adopters into smaller

innovation. Today, we’re not just recognized globally, we’re a global

communities with less resources and sectors like agriculture where we can

organization deploying solutions on three continents. Our founding Board
members like Dave Johnson, Pat Mulroy and Dr. Stephen Wells always pushed

I hope in 5 years’ time we will have increased our impact by 10 times where
we are today.

Today, our members represent the most progressive, self-

exponentially scale our impact on conserving water resources.
Like all organizations ready to scale, the ongoing challenge we face is to

our mission beyond raising awareness or thought leadership toward action. I

grow while continuing to deliver value to our existing members. We have

think we’ve done that with our model focused directly on installing new

worked hard the past 7 years creating a unique value proposition. When we

solutions. I think everyone involved can be very proud of WaterStart’s

started, the idea of co-funding pilot projects as a way to accelerate

achievements, the impact we’ve made and the momentum we have.

procurement & deployment of new technology seemed radical.

Where do you see WaterStart next year as it relates to upcoming
issues in the water sector?
I would like to see WaterStart make a big jump next year in the number and
size of projects that we deploy. That’s always the goal each year but the

Now, others

within the industry have also started doing this, which is a great affirmation
of the need for this type of activity.

It’s important over the next five years

that we leverage our experience as early leaders in this area but also reflect
and refine our model so that it continues to offer something unique and
valuable.

truth is, over the last two years, we have spent a lot of time working internally

The pandemic lock-down caused us to significantly increase collaboration

on growing WaterStart and making it sustainable. We’ve doubled our

between members to share stories and experiences, successes and concerns.

membership over the last year and while all that is really exciting, I am

This has already helped us to further adapt and grow our model in a

looking forward to the results of us growing the association to deploy new

responsive way. We were born out of drought and high unemployment, similar

technologies even faster and on a larger scale.

to where we’re all back to today. I hope the experience and knowledge
we’ve already gained, positions us to respond on an even larger scale than
we did before.
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About Us
WaterStart is a collective of globally recognized
leaders who are adapting to change by scaling
up new solutions to water challenges.

Parent Company 501c(6)
not-for-profit
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Founded in 2013, WaterStart is driven by the needs of water
agencies and large consumers, providing channels for pooling
resources to accelerate the deployment and adoption of
innovative water technologies.
Structured as a membership organization, each member
brings critical resources that will lead to the
commercialization of high-valued technology solutions and
delivered to a broad range of public and private sector
clients.
To expand participation in its mission, WaterStart founded
Channels for Water Innovation (CHANNELS), a supporting

Australia
Wholly owned
subsidiary of

CHANNELS
Supporting
501c(3)

WaterStart
Corporation

501c(3) to engage philanthropic foundations and the impact
investing community in supporting viable technology solutions.
CHANNELS provides a platform for evaluating, educating, and
promoting viable solutions through events and an on-line
member-only portal for member engagement and knowledge
sharing. CHANNELS further provides an educational resource
for a growing membership of small and at-risk water agencies
in need of innovative solutions.
As a result of a 2018 sister-state agreement between the
Nevada Governor’s Office and the Queensland, Australia
(AUS) Government, WaterStart established a wholly owned
subsidiary company called WaterStart Pty Ltd, operating as
WaterStart Australia, in Brisbane to support WaterStart’s
mission in the State of Queensland.
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Testimonials

“WaterStart’s mission and approach to supporting
entrepreneurs and their technologies focused on
addressing critical global issues is very much
aligned with the Wells Fargo Foundation’s work in

"Waterstart has been critical in the
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the clean-tech space. We are pleased to support
expansion of Klir into the U.S
WaterStart in its efforts to speed the path to
market, without whom we would not
commercialization and broad deployment of new
be where we are today. Its
technologies to help address water challenges.”
approach is like none other in the
industry and is geared entirely
around paid pilots of commercial

RAMSAY HUNTLEY, SUSTAINABLE FINANCE STRATEGIST
WELLS FARGO FOUNDATION

challenges. The team at WaterStart
is incredible to work with and is
genuinely invested in the success of
our expansion."

DAVID LYNCH, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
KLIR

“Partnering with WaterStart gives us the
opportunity to widen our network internationally to
access global solutions as well as a back
catalogue of trials and case studies so that we can
adopt the latest innovations, quickly.”

SHAUNNA BERENDSEN, HEAD OF INNOVATION ENGAGEMENT,
ANGLIAN WATER
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Impact
at a glance
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Member
priorities

100+
Adoption
rate

People
impacted
by WaterStart
Value of
solutions
deployed

30%
33M

31
Impact
Data/Stats

$3.5M

$30M

Foundation funds
directed towards programs

Technology
pilots
deployed

100%

21

Total
pilot
funding

Countries
in global network
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Our Team
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Nathan Allen
Executive Director

Andrew Kingsford

Rebecca Shanahan

General Manager

Director, Channels for Water Innovation

Danielle Garone
Director, Finance & Administration

Kevin Fisher
Chief Technology Advisor

Kim Fridman
Portfolio Coordinator
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Board of Directors
David L. Johnson, Board Chair
Southern Nevada Water Authority
Nathan Allen, Executive Director, WaterStart
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Louise Dudley, Urban Utilities
Mark Foree, Truckee Meadow Water Authority
Ramsay Huntley, Wells Fargo
Pat Mulroy, UNLV, Boyd School of Law
Cindy Ortega, Blue Heron Strategies
Jonas Peterson, Las Vegas Global Economic Alliance
Kris Sanchez, Nevada Governors Office of Economic
Development
Michael Thomas, Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California

Australian Committee
Barbara–Anne Bensted, KPMG
Wayne Gerard, RedEye Apps
Louise Dudley, Urban Utilities
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Membership Benefits

Accelerate the deployment of innovation within
your organization by joining our global
association of first adoptors to:

Identify unique operational innovation
priorities

WaterStart members have lower
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risk and cost associated with
trialing new innovations for
deployment while specifically
targeting their challenges for

Recruit solutions through an independent
selection process
Co-fund the deployment of new technologies
Access and share peer-to-peer knowledge
among members on CHANNELS
Participate in WaterStart’s regular member
events

water security and sustainability.
Having member’s access
opportunities for greater
collaboration and knowledge
sharing drives stronger water
innovation across industry sectors
and enables significant learnings
that eases the uptake of new
technology.

Connect with a global network of peers to
share insights through:
Content on Member priorities, evaluation and
results of deployed technology and innovation
practices
Community dialog on emerging challenges and
best practices, trainings on innovation
process, procurement and culture
Peer-to-peer exchange among WaterStart’s
global network
Participation in WaterStart’s regular member
events

$30m

value of solutions
deployed
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Our Members
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Major Wins
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Four new utility members and
first mining member

Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California

Metropolitan Water District (MWD) of Southern California
is a regional wholesaler and the largest supplier of
treated water in the United States. As a cooperative of
14 cities, 11 municipal water districts and 1 county water
authority, MWD provides water to over 19 million people
in a 5,200 square-mile service area.

Seqwater is the Queensland government
bulk water supply authority responsible for
providing bulk water storage, transport and
treatment, water grid management and
planning, catchment management and
flood mitigation services to over 3 million
people in the Southeast Queensland region

Nevada Gold Mines, the joint venture between Barrick

of Australia.

Gold and Newmont, is the single largest gold-producing
complex in the world, maximizing the full potential of

.

their operations through best in-class operational
improvements.

Unitywater is the drinking water and sewage
service provider serving 17% of the
Queensland population, or approximately
350,000 users, in Moreton Bay, Noosa and
Sunshine Coast areas within South-East
Queensland. land, AUS.

Anglian Water is the largest water and wastewater
company in England and Wales by geographic service
area. It provides drinking water to 4.6 million people each
day.
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Major Wins
New Pilots Funded!

Priority Addressed:

Optimization of resources and

increased efficiency and accuracy of budgeting and
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planning processes

Value Proposition:

By quickly combining program and

project data from disconnected enterprise systems,
InVizion provides planners and analysts with accurate
information from which to start planning, tracking,
forecasting, reporting, what-if analysis and decision-

Priority Addressed:

making without manual manipulation of spreadsheets or
Disinfection byproduct

management

Value Proposition:

cumbersome version control.

Return on Investment:

pending project outcomes

Because of it's relatively

low production cost and high adsorption
capacity, biochar is an attractive water
treatment alternative. The overall goal of the
project is to assess the capability of
engineered biochar to remove disinfection byproduct precursors, total dissolved carbon, and
nitrate along the drinking water treatment
process that will ultimately provide a novel
technology in support of drinking water
management at the household and centralized

Priority Addressed:

Automated CCTV defect

identification

water utility level.

Value Proposition:

Return on Investment:

prone processes, overall saved man-hours and costs,

outcomes

pending project

Automation of manual and error-

ability to generate actionable data (identify data trends,
etc).

Return on Investment:

pending project outcomes
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Major Wins

Technology Recruitment
WaterStart closed three Request-for-Proposal rounds,
WaterStart’s formal process for technology recruitment,

Diversified Funding Sources

during fiscal year 19/20 generating

66 new proposals

from technology companies around the globe. These
RFPs sought solutions for

31 priorities

ranging from
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drinking water, wastewater, agriculture and mining, and
smart water networks.

Recognizing the value of
WaterStart’s model to solve
complex water issues, the

Fargo Foundation

Wells

awarded

$500,000 USD to WaterStart to
expand the benefits of
WaterStart’s pilot program and
deploy innovative technologies
beyond the State of Nevada and
to benefit the water resource
community globally.

In addition, WaterStart Australia was
awarded a grant in the amount of
$500,000 AUD by the Queensland

Department State
Development, Tourism and Innovation
(DSDTI ) a s p a r t o f t h e A d v a n c e Q u e e n s l a n d
Government through the

initiative.
This funding will be used to co-fund
innovation pilots for WaterStart Members in
Queensland, AUS.
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Major Wins

Member & Sponsor Engagement

Channels for Innovation Summit (CFI) 2019
WaterStart hosted the 3rd Channels for Innovation Summit at the City
National Arena in Las Vegas, NV. Approximately 60 people representing
WaterStart’s members, including a delegation from Urban Utilities (formerly
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Queensland Urban Utilities), technology companies within WaterStart’s
portfolio, and stakeholders attended this event designed to be an annual
members meeting.
The program included insights from SNWA and Urban Utilities on the
application of innovation across the water sector and how innovation can
be made more accessible and applied globally. Members were also allotted
time to present on specific technology priorities that have been challenging
in sourcing a solution, which proved to be a unique opportunity to identify
and encourage dialog around shared priorities across members. The Summit
ended with a competitive technology case study showcase with members
presenting alongside the technology companies they’ve piloted to discuss
challenges, value propositions, and return on investment.
Congratulations to the the 2019 Technology Showcase Winner, Apana and
MGM, on breaking down complexities of water use within large commercial
properties.

New Stakeholder Workshop
In addition to the Summit, a cross section of members, funders, and
technology companies were asked to stay over an additional day and
participate in a workshop with representatives of the Wells Fargo
Foundation. Attendees were engaged in identifying how WaterStart’s model
might be expanded to accelerate the adoption of water innovation
nationally and globally.

COVID-19 Member Calls
In the Spring and Summer of 2020, WaterStart hosted regular member call
to share COVID response strategies and practices. More details are
highlighted in the Learnings of COVID 19 section.
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Global Priority
Trends

Operational efficiency & new ways of
working
The lessons learned from COVID-19 and disaster
readiness/resilience initiatives translated quickly to

Disaster resilience & climate adaptation
The year has seen its fair share of natural
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disasters around the globe and closed out with
significant focus on a pandemic which
fundamentally changed the way we live and work.
Members quickly focused their attention to
disaster preparedness and disaster resilience.
The continued rise of climate change impacts
have resulted in Members interest in a broad
spectrum of technologies to:

maximizing the efficiency, protection and capability
of the Member workforce.
Member focus areas include technologies that:
Increase the mobility and availability of field staff
with dynamic scheduling of activities
Integration of field staff solutions with contact
management channels and campaigns with
automated notifications and customer sentiment
analysis to ensure staff have up-to-date
information and advice when handling incidents
Support for better document and drawings
management with “as is” and “to be” capabilities
Enable end-to-end electronic workflow
management

Enable greater collaboration and to facilitate

Enable energy efficiency and reduction capability

the ability for better integrated planning at

Support better knowledge management to

regional levels

mitigate an aging / isolated water workforce

Prevent water loss and establish integrated
smart water management platforms
Manage supply chains including critical
spares management
Water purification via membrane
technologies, water re-use and treatment
capabilities that are easily installed and
activated on demand
Longer-term carbon footprint reduction
initiatives and enable greater compliance to
climate change targets
Generate increasing value from circular
business initiatives
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Global Priority
Trends
Predictive analytics – insights from data &
information

Water infrastructure planning &
investment
Integrated water management planning
needs to transition from a localized
community demand approach to a more
comprehensive regional approach by:
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Our members are exploring insights from available data

Increasing collaboration over

sets by:

infrastructure renewal and planning
Targeting investments that will meet the

Linking available data related to physical assets

needs of the region as a whole

performance, condition and maintenance

Seeking technologies that support better

Using sensors and machine learning, increase data

program planning and modeling

acquisition capabilities to enable proactive

Introducing controls monitoring solutions

management of faults, failures, contaminates and

for finance, procurement, risk

future proofing of water/wastewater networks

management, and asset valuations

Leveraging business drivers to rationalize capital

Investigating innovative financing models

programs, maximize operational efficiency and

for large scale aging infrastructure

support greater customer value

renewal programs

Proactively examining cyber and general system / tool
security
Implementing the means to validate data integrity and
mature overall organizational data management
capabilities

Compliance & regulatory Management
Our Members operate within a complex and ever-changing legislative and policy landscape.
Technologies and capabilities of interest include:
Tools to assess risk and have greater monitoring oversight of programs and projects
Improved compliance reporting
Environmental compliance with Lab Management Systems (LMS)
Biosolids management solutions
Occupational Health and Safety solutions
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19 Learnings from
COVID-19

C. Emergency Communications
Simple technologies for emergency
communications were established (e.g. text,
emails, virtual incident rooms, ongoing video
conferencing).

#6
PRIORITY - COMMUNICATION

Communication is critical and members are

considering the implementation of an Emergency
Management Systems (EMS).
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A. Complex and Conflicting Information

#7

An abundance of available and conflicting information

ensuring team operations are safeguarded.

was presented leading to political ambiguity as to
required actions.

#1
#2

#8

Continual staff welfare checks are key to

Pandemic response plans to include public

communications over safety and service.
Information to staff needs to be consistent and current.
Policy, procedure and decision-making needs to keep

pace with fast-changing circumstances.

B. Rapidly Changing Environment

PRIORITY - WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT
A. Working from home
To limit infection and ensure social distancing,

Members operations relied on quick adaption as to what

members migrated their staff to working from

was considered an essential service.

home, creating problematic access to critical

#3

systems (e.g. SCADA).
Quickly evolving situations demand the organization to

be nimble, receptive and understanding.

#4

Analyze critical staff, their needs and gaps to

ensure digital productivity and family work-life
Behavior, attitudes, fears and stress levels

must be acknowledged and quickly
responded to in a fast-changing public
health crisis.

#5

#9

balance.

B. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
PPE is at times difficult to obtain for field staff
addressing customers and the public.

Involving staff, sharing ideas and

exploring potential solutions act as a

#10

release valve and increase morale.

required and staff training and

Sufficient stock of PPE is

compliance should be reflected in
policy.
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19 Learnings
from COVID-19
C. Guidelines for the Workplace
Logging employees entering work sites with temperature

PANDEMIC TRACKING
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checks and wellbeing surveys was complicated and

A. Collaborative research

processes for worksite cleaning and maintenance were

Virus spread was different around the world and

unclear.

innovative methodologies have been explored
that match wastewater detection with community

#11

Procedures for workplace testing, access, staff

scheduling and workplace maintenance are mandatory for
business continuity.

hotspots.

#15

Similarities are identified in research

undertaken and better collaboration will support

#12

Organizations should review compliance and

such initiatives, lowering costs and speeding

insurance obligations to limit undue exposure.

results.

D. Mental Health of Staff

POST COVID-19 RECOVERY

Organizations explored ways to enhance staff connection
and collaboration.

A. Recovery planning
Members have essentially redefined their ways of

#13

Members express sensitivity to vulnerable staff and

support their wellbeing.

working, with implications for the future.

#16

A phased return-to-work along with cloud-

based systems and tools support new working

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

models and disaster readiness and resilience.

A. Loss in Revenue

#17

A maintenance backload exists and sound

Loss in revenue was likely based on reduction in water

prioritization and optimization of maintenance

consumption, non-payment of water bills and broadening

staff is necessary with fatigue monitoring in

hardship in the community.

place.

#14

#18

Financial management tools are needed to analyze

and track revenue returns, internal efficiencies, capital
programs and maintenance prioritization.

Address weakness in supply chains, PPE and

critical spares as examples.

#19

Emphasis on training and knowledge capture

to ensure complete coverage of the workforce
prior to a future event.
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Pilots Funded
Priorities Addressed (to date)
Alternatives for and/or reduction of chemical use in
cooling towers and domestic supply lines
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Internal inspections of reservoirs to assess structural
integrity
Automated CCTV defect identification
Capital improvements planning
Crop stress monitoring
Disinfection byproduct management
Flood prediction
Improving water quality within finished water reservoirs
Innovative technologies for distribution systems
Leak detection
Leak detection via pressure transient monitoring
Online water quality monitoring
Pump efficiency monitoring
Remote facilities security

$3,457,000
pilots funded
to date

Removal of bromate disinfection by-products from
distribution system
Removal of nitrates from well water
Robotics/drones for sewerage infrastructure investigations
Software for improving compliance reporting
Technologies for improving reliability of drop irrigation
systems as well as reducing management costs
Technologies, including data transmission platform, for
remotely monitoring water quality and/or water
consumption rates within large hotel infrastructures
Temperature monitoring in reservoirs
Treatment of stormwater
Using software to aid in the development of accurate
electrical as-built drawings
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Technology Portfolio
Companies with successful pilots resulting in further
adoptions by our members and/or a continued
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investment in our stakeholders and communities:
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Money Matters
Contribution Sources

Expense Breakdown
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Thank You
to our
Sponsors!
With support from our sponsors,
WaterStart helps large water users
and water agencies reach
sustainability goals faster, while also
reducing costs not just through water
conservation, but also by helping
defray the costs of piloting new
technology and sharing lessons
learned.
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Stay in touch with us!
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www.waterstart.com

info@waterstart.com

@WATERSTART
Las Vegas · Brisbane
1550 Horizon Ridge Pkwy, Ste R28
Henderson, NV 89012
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Las Vegas · Brisbane

